
Access Modifiers in Java

There are two types of modifers in Java: access modifers and non-access modiferss

The access modifers in Java specifes the accessibility or scope of a feldd methodd constructord or classs 

We can change the access level of feldsd constructorsd methodsd and class by applying the access 

modifer on its

There are four types of Java access modifers:

Private: The access level of a private modifer is only within the classs It cannot be accessed from outside

the classs

Default: The access level of a default modifer is only within the packages It cannot be accessed from 

outside the packages If you do not specify any access leveld it will be the defaults

Protected: The access level of a protected modifer is within the package and outside the package 

through child classs If you do not make the child classd it cannot be accessed from outside the packages

Public: The access level of a public modifer is everywheres It can be accessed from within the classd 

outside the classd within the package and outside the packages

There are many non-access modifersd such as statcd abstractd synchronizedd natved volatled transientd 

etcs Hered we are going to learn the access modifers onlys

Understanding Java Access Modifiers

Let's understand the access modifers in Java by a simple tables

Access 

Modifer

within 

class

within 

package

outside package by 

subclass only

outside package

Private Y N N N

Default Y Y N N

Protected Y Y Y N

Public Y Y Y Y

1) Private

The private access modifer is accessible only within the classs

Simple example of private access modifier



In this exampled we have created two classes A and Simples A class contains private data member and 

private methods We are accessing these private members from outside the classd so there is a compile-

tme errors

class A

{  

private int data=40;  

private void msg()

{

    Systemsoutsprintln("Hello java");

}  

}  

public class Simple

{  

 public statc void main(String args[])

{  

   A obj=new A();  

   Systemsoutsprintln(objsdata);//Compile Time Error  

   objsmsg();//Compile Time Error  

   }  

}  

2) Default

If you don't use any modiferd it is treated as default by defaults The default modifer is accessible only 

within packages It cannot be accessed from outside the packages It provides more accessibility than 

privates Butd it is more restrictve than protectedd and publics

Example of default access modifier

class A

{  

  void msg()  //default access specifer

{

        Systemsoutsprintln("Hello");



}  

}  

class B extends A

{  

  public statc void main(String args[])

  {  

   A obj = new A();   

   objsmsg();    

  }  

}  

In the above exampled the scope of class A and its method msg() is default so it can be accessed from 

outside the packages

3) Protected

The protected access modifer is accessible within package and outside the package but through 

inheritance onlys

The protected access modifer can be applied on the data memberd method and constructors It can't be 

applied on the classs

It provides more accessibility than the default modifers

Example of protected access modifier

In this exampled we have created the two packages pack and mypacks The A class of pack package is 

publicd so can be accessed from outside the packages But msg method of this package is declared as 

protectedd so it can be accessed from outside the class only through inheritances

//save by Asjava  

package pack;  

public class A

{  

protected void msg()

{

      Systemsoutsprintln("Hello");

}



}  

//save by Bsjava  

package mypack;  

import packs*;  

class B extends A

{  

  public statc void main(String args[])

{  

   B obj = new B();  

   objsmsg();  

  }  

}  

Output:Hello

4) Public

The public access modifer is accessible everywheres It has the widest scope among all other modiferss

Example of public access modifer

//save by Asjava  

package pack;  

public class A

{  

public void msg()

{

     Systemsoutsprintln("Hello");

}  

}  

//save by Bsjava  



package mypack;  

import packs*;  

class B

{  

  public statc void main(String args[])

{

   A obj = new A();  

   objsmsg();  

  }  

}  

Output:Hello


